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FEATURES Er COLOUR 

HERE IS A HEALTH WARNING: all readers 
are strongly advised not to try lifting this 
magazine 'cos there's TOO MUCH in it. Top 
doctors suggest you first detach the GIANT 
FREE COLOUR POSTER in the centre 
(featuring NIK KERSHAW and the 
THOMPSON TWINS) and bung it on awall 
for safe keeping, then tackle the 72 JAM- 
PACKED PAGES separately. 

You know it makes sense. 





...first single "L_, 
(catalogue no. SPEL4) was issued last May wit! 
the follow-up, "No Goodbyes" (SPEL7), 
released this week. Left-right in photo, they 
are: John Evans (guitar), Mark Knott (drums), 
Andy Daly (vocals, sax), Oliver Sheen (bass) 
and Rupert Sheen (keyboards). Write to them 
“*■ r*“ ound Records, Southt--'-''- 
Black Prince Road, London SE1 7SJ. 

Could you find out what Vir Clarl 

heard anything for ages. Also, is there 
way of straightening a warped Cure LP7 
e--itold met . 

"GetTheBa.—__Wl, 
"Everything Counts -6 (Jul '83), "Love In 
Itself" - 21 (Sep '83) and "People Are People' 
their biggest hit to date at4 (Mar '84). Album: 
"Speak And Spell" -10 (Oct'81), "Broken 

Again" - 6 (Aug '83). They're currently holed 
in a London recording studio preparing their 

>f weeks back, Leee John 

stone. Before settling in West London under a 
year ago, he lived in Portsmouth and spent five 

met Peter Powell a couple of years back at a 9 
Bournemouth RoadShow, he's since been 
employed by Peter in the capacity of personal 
management-driving hirn to gigs, going 

minder" (he practices karateMncidentally, his 
nickname's Superstar (what else?) and he 
doesn't have a current girlfriend! 

supp?yStheaddr^sVof^ham!'s Fan Club? 
Ian Wright, Wolverhampton. 
• That's easy. It's based at: PO Box 1AP, 
London W1A1 AP. Remember to enclose an 
SAE. Incidentally, The Wham \C\ub has caused 

of service - but we're assured that's all 
changed now they've got new people running 
it. Still, I'd advise you to make sure you know 
j^hat you're getting before you part with your 

VUbnderCanyoutel? uswMshadibi? 
most Top 40 hits? 
Gaps Marshall,^ Slough ^ h Ik d 

artists; Bowie and Queen reached Number One 
“ ” " J with Bing Crosby, 
jmber3wil ceOnEart 

with McCartney, also got to 
Despondent Sheena Easton Fan, Camberley. 
• Grandly titled "I'll Always Love You", you'll u — -- m «Body 

"Ebony 

e also back in the studio at Stevie. 
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New 7" & 12" Single 





QUEEN 

NEW 7" SINGLE 

IT’S A HARD LIFE 
ALSO AVAILABLE AS 12' PICTURE DISC 

COMING SOON...“THE WORKS"VIDEO E.P. 

31 AUGUST-NEC BIRMINGHAM 4 SEPTEMBER—WEMBLEY 

1 SEPTEMBER-NEC BIRMINGHAM 5 SEPTEMBER—WEMBLEY 
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KID CREOLE and THE COCONUTS 
MY MALE CURIOSITY 

A SEVEN INCH SINGLE 

Against 
ALL ODDS 

ALSO AVAILABLE A TWELVE INCH SINGLE 
FEATURING A REMIXED EXTENDED VERSION OF 

MY MALE CURIOSITY , 
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New UD from Maxell: 
the ideal tape for general 
purpose music recording. 

Ultra-dynamic. 
Ultra-clear. 
Ultra-quiet. 
But ultra-inexpensive. 

A real breakthrough in 
cassette technology. 

maxellM 
Break the sound barrier. 



THE BEST 
SELECTION OF 

7"&I2" SINGLES 
ATPOCKET 

MONEY PRICES 
AT SELECTED STORES 

Woolworth, 
Greens at Debenhams, 

Lewis, Littlewoods, Martin, 
R.S.McColl,Wm. Morrison 



NEW SINGLE 

SOME GUYS HAVE 
ALL THE LUCK 

3 TRACK 12 INCH 
INCLUDES 

I WAS ONLY JOKING 

THE KILLING OF 
* GEORGIE (Pts. 1 + 2) 
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'The Raleigh Collection’ has arrived. From 
the ultimate in elegance, to the stylishly practical, 
there's a bike tailor-made for you. One to catch your 
mood, or match your pace. 

A bike to complement your wardrobe, or 
simply carry home your gear. 

"The Raleigh Collection" - the best thing to 
happen to girls' bikes you could ever imagine. 

Wisp Continental - heavy on speed and style, 
but light on its wheels, Wisp Continental delivers both 
beautifully. Five-speed gears on fanned continental 
handlebars. Ice Blue frame contrasts with Royal Blue 
suede-look saddle and matching handlebar tape. 
Stainless steel mudguards, translucent brake cables, 
slick silver graphics. Carry-all chrome steel carrier. 
Chrome dynamo lights front and back, shiny bell. 



Wisp - Speed-Queen sporty bike with ultra¬ 
style. Five or ten-speed gears matched with whisper- 
light frame in Ice Blue. Contrasting Royal Blue soft 
suede-look saddle with tough handlebar taping. 
Shiny stainless steel mudguards, silver translucent 
brake cables, slick designer graphics. 

For "The Raleigh Collection' catalogue drop 
a line to: Sue Green, Al, PO Box 534, Birmingham. 





GEORGE 
MICHAEL 

careless 
whisper 

a solo single 
OUT NEXT WEEK 
ON 7 " A 4603 & 1 2 " TA 4603 



Wouldn’t you rather have tapes that don’t wind you up? 
Thanks to the unique Sony SP mechanism inside every cassette, a CHF tape will never jam. And that’s no wind up. Sq^ 

Whatever will they think of next? 

© 



■I" Dominique ” by the Singing 

France - is banned by Springfield, 
■fassachussets radio station WHYN 

ecause they feel it is "degrading to 
atholicism". Other US Catholic 

_ :ations follow suit. The record goes to 

fiHHlndonesia's Ministry Of Culture 
not only bans all records by The 
Beatles but also the wearing of “ Beatle 

To The Beatles”, an 
affectionate tribute to the Liver- ' 

. acaPoutfIt The Four Preps i_ 
withdrawn by Capitol Records atl 
complaints from the Fab Four's 
-ger Brian Epstein. 
_[Eccentric American singer 
Proby is banned from appearing i 
BBC TV after splitting his trouseri 

-twice. Fte says sorrytohi 

TieTroggs 'ICantContnri 

_. .he "suggestive" line "Herslacks 
are low/And her hips are showing". As 
a consequence, The Troggs gain their 
first Australian Top Ten hit. 

Promotional film for Cream s single 
"I Feel Free” -which shows the group 

_c “ Lift up your skirt and flf. 
BBC has a blitz on what it considers 

to be “drug-orientated" songs. These 
include The Byrds' “Eight Miles High”, 
The Beatles' "Day InThe Life", 
Smoke's “ My Friend Jack” and The 
Association's “Along Comes Mary" 

The BBC refuse to play White 

Gainsbourg, is banned by the BBC 

icon “political grc_ 
the year the group’s third single ” Hi Hi 
Hi” is banned because it's too 
"suggestive". Both records become 
Top Twenty hits. 

Crazy Horses" by the horrifically 
goody-goody group from Salt Lake 
City, Utah. USA. The Osmonds, is 
banned in South Africa. The song is 
about how awful motorcar pollution 
can be but, for some reason, the South 
African authorities interpret it as being 
about how wonderful dangerous drugs 

_independentpunkdiscs 
start getting the thumbs down. 
■ Reality Asylum" by Crass is reckoned 
to be “irreligious”. So is “The Pope's 
A Dope" by The Living Legends (’82), 
an alternative commemorative 45 to 

celebrate the Papal visit. 
Ian Oury’s disabled celebration 

"Spasticus Autisticus" is axed for 
including some not very sensitive 

Rhoda Dakar's "The Boiler" - a 
song about rape- gets the BBC boot as 
“ it has no meaning unless you leave all 
the screaming in, and if you do that 
then it's bloody unpleasant to listen 

The B-side of punky rehash “The 
Streets Of London" by The Anti- 
Nowhere League-titled “So What"- 
is banned for being very rude. 

It being the time of the Falklands 
War, Crass's anti-Thatcherite anthem 
“ How DoesitFeelToBeTheMotherOf 
1000 Dead" doesn't getaterribly 

chart-placing so far. 
■■" Randy Scouse Git", by 
synthetic American TVgroup The 
Monkees, is banned by the BBC who 
think thetitle is a trifle "rude" The 
name is changed to" Alternate Title” 
anditgoestoHumber2. 

The BBC refuse to play 
"Desdemona" by John's Children, a 
British pop group featuring teen-idol- „< .t. u— Dl|all ()ecalJse 0f 

ckers In The Air)’’ by St. Cecilia (a 
can be. 
■BTheBI 

BBC ban Judge Oredd's 
“Big Six". The record reaches Number 
11, becoming the first of a string of 
smutty, banned hits forthe fat, bawdy 
person;other successes include “Je 
T’Aime (Moi Non Plusj” in 1975(an , 

rather rude chart-topper) and, in 1 §76, 

HMf The BBi 
version of the 
Ron Ron bet 

lyric to “she" 
■■Cliff Rii 

Pogue Mahone get into trouble i 
their name means "kiss my arse" ii 
Gaelic. They change it swiftly to 
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isn't all 
LIONEL RICHIE 
CANT SLOW DOWN 

3 MICHAEL JACKSON d 
^ s THRILLER K 

>p albums for H.99. Alt-TimeGreate lor l ’ 49 
} C90 tapes ft* £2.79, when you bsoLTSS. 

FLEETWOOD MAC# 

I SONY chf90 

SONY chf90 4 
SONY 

UB 40 
“the sinales album 

In fact, it’s dead simple. 
There’s nothing complicated about 

our music offers either. 
If you’re 15-19, aTSB cheque account 

automatically entides you to discounts. 
Not only on tapes, but on records, personal 

hi-fi and keyboards. 
Sounds good? You’ll find details in 

our music paper TS Beat. 
Pick up a copy at any TSB branch. 

And while you’re there, ask for details of 

our special banking offers. AAA 
You’ll like the sound 

The bank that likes to say YES. 
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ALEXANDER SALKIND PRESENTS 
FAYE DUNAWAY, HELEN SLATER 

SUPERGIRL 
HART BOCHNER, PETER COOK, MIA FARROW 

MARC McCLURE, MAUREEN TEEFY 
BRENDA VACCARO, SIMON WARD °"d PETER O' TOOLE as zaltar 
MUSIC BY JERRY GOLDSMITH SCREENPLAY BY DAVID ODELL 

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER ILYA SALKIND PRODUCED BY TIMOTHY BURRILL 
DIRECTED BY JEANNOT SZWARC 

AN ALEXANDER & ILYA SALKIND PRODUCTION 
Filmed in Panavision Colour by Rank Film Laboratories 

□□r55Ci75Tii«nJ-,n selected theatres 
Copyright© DC Comics Inc. 1984 & Cantharus Productions N.V. 1984 

| Read the Sphere paperback] 

STARTS FRIDAY 
JULY 20 

WARNER West End nrifear 
ABC Shaftesbury Ave.coii^] 

CLASSIC Haymarket 
STUDIO Oxford Circus 

ABC Fulham Rd 
ABCEdgwareRd 
ABC Bayswater 

ALSO STARTS FRIDAY JULY 20 AT: 

Released by COLUMBIA-EMI-WARNER Distributors Ltd. 
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j Featuring the hits ■ WHITE LINES, THE MESSAGE 

ALSO AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE 

WITH 2 BONUS TRACKS 

© 



POCKET THIS WALLET 
AND CALCULATOR. 

THEN WORK OUT HOW 
MUCH YOU'VE SAVED. 



Gary Davies is 26 years old and was 
born and raised in Manchester. For 
four years he went to public school In 
Berkshire and started DJing in a 
youth club- "they only had four 
records” - at the tender age of 13. 
After leaving school, he worked in a 

Manchester nightclub. One night tt 
in’ttum up and Gary stoc 

for him. He's been a DJ ever since. 
After years of sending demo tapes to 
radio stations, Piccadilly Radio in 
Manchester took him on in 1979 and 
then two years ago he joined Radio 
1. Since moving into the lunchtime 
slot earlier this year, he's been 
promoted as the station’s Jack The 
Lad bachelor boy, in a phrase he 
borrowed from a hit song by Sunfire, 
"Young, Free And Single” 

How did you get the “young, 
free and single” image? 

ten ■! joined Radio 1, 

_n TopOfThePopss_   ,_ 
show I said: “Just in case you 
missed me on TOTP, I may as well 
describe myself to you. I'm5feet 

Where do you live? 
I've got a new flat in North London. 
When I bought it, it was an absolute 
wreck. I've literally knocked through 
walls, stripped down every single 
wall, changed the whole layout, the 
colours, the lot. Gary the DJ became 
Gary the interior decorator and I'm 
over the moon. It's basically turned 
into my dream pad, the place I've 
always wanted to have. My lounge is 
very big- all the rooms are very big, 
it's an old Victorian house - and it's 
all white with a log fire in the middle. 
Most of the flat is white-1 love things 
to be bright. 

Have you got a Jacuzzi? 
I've got a whirlpool bath, yeah. I've 
got a bathroom and a shower-room 
-withmybedrooml'vegotanen 
suite bathroom. I've never actually 
had a Jacuzzi before so I thought I d 
treat myself. It’s wonderful. Tones 

Can you cook? 
I spend a lot of time in the kitchen 
opening bottles of wine and taking 
cans of beer out of the fridge. I've 
probably only cooked about five 
meals the entire time I've been there 

Are you planning to marry? 
No way! I’m having far too much fun 
at the moment. At the moment my 
time is devoted to my career. I will 

What’s your favourite record 

I've got so many J suppose if I had to 

Harris's “MacArthur Park” which I 
totally adore. It’s just got everything 
in it. It’s slow in parts, fast in parts; it’s 
dramatic; it goes on for forever and a 
day. Every time I heari* lBrtWrta 

Who’s your most famous 
friend? 
Chns Quentin from Coronation 
Street. We re very close friends. 

from Manchester 'cause he's based 

when I was born. I've always, always 
worn It. You can't really call it a 
medallion. People always imagine a 
whopping great thing around your 
neck. I am not really a Medallion 
Man. But it's a bit of fun, another 

me.lm quite happy to go along with 
it. But these people do exist. I do gigs 
or I walk down the street and you do 
see people in the platform shoes 
with the flares, with the shirt opened 
down to the navel, every single hair 
in place and masses of gold chains 
round their necks. I send it all up. 

What’s your ambition? 
Up till four months ago, my ambition 
was to do a daytime show on radio. 
I'm now looking for another 
ambition. My ambition is to be 
successful in whatever I do. I'd like to 
do more TV. I'm very ambitious and I 
work hard so I hope to do well. 

Do you earn a lot of money? 

Not yet but I'm working on it! Put it 
this way: the future looks good. 

SMOOTH: 
That’s how Gary Davies, Radio I’s new daytime DJ, 
describes himself. Neil Tennant went to find out what 
this “Medallion Man” is really like. 

1OV2 Inches tall, I've got dark brown 
hair, a fading sun tan, I'm sort of 
smooth,suave and sophisticated.” 
And that was it. Then, I think about 
two months later, Sunfire brought 
--- “'-'S’™ brought outa record, "Young, Fre 
And Single", and I thought, that’s 
me, I’m gonna use it, and I did. It’s 
great 'cause people relate to that. 

which is stupid because I've got a 
new kitchen which is not being used. 
It's not that I can't cook-1 can make 
steak and chips and I once made 
spaghetti BologRese - it's the effort 
involved. I'd much rather go out and 
get a takeaway. And also! go out a 

I wouldn't go round to people saying, 

—d-looking?” but I do find that girls 

lot anyway. 

quoted as sayfng: “I go into a 
cold sweat everytime I have 
to get the ironing board up.” 
Yeah, I can’t iron. Look at this shirt 
I’m wearing. Luckilythe crumpled 

_II terrific, as long as 
they look good. I do like 
-to be very feminine 

ry-going.” That sounds 

;ethat. I basically think I'm just an 
ordinary guy who's very lucky to be 
doing adream job. Alright, I am 
young, free and single but it's just a 



ONE CARD 
THAT WILL 
ARRIVE IN 
TIME FOR 
YOUR 16th 
BIRTHDAY. 



If you’re nearly sixteen, you will be 
among the first to receive the new plastic 
National Insurance Numbercard like the 
one below. 

Look after it. 

Because you’ll need the number if you 
ever have to claim benefit money from the 
DHSS. 

Andwhenyoustartwork,youremployer 
will need it to make sure your contributions 
are paid into your National Insurance 
account. (Otherwiseyou might not get all the 
benefit you’re entitled to.) 

So remember, when your card arrives 
through the post, put it somewhere safe. 

Unlike most other birthday cards, this 
one should be kept forever. 

m»* tun 

Issued by the Department of Health 
and Social Security. 



"I’VE 
changed 

THE 
WORLD!” 
But has it changed him? John 
Lydon, film actor and singer 

with Public Image Ltd, 
reckons he’s still the same as 
he was back in the days of the 

Sex Pistols. Peter Martin 
wonders what he’s doing 

living in a big rented house 
with a swimming pool. 

© 





everybody's laughing 

■ Ti 
\ ' / 
m ▼ *5Sr 
? r 

Many years ago at school 1 made myself look such a fool 
Everybody laughed (everybody laughed) 

1 said that 1 would marry her that pretty girl in the lower year 
(everybody laughed) 

She wondered what all the fuss was about 
And because she could not work it out 

1 wrote a letter on a page and put it in her bag one day 
And the letter said 

Everybody's laughing because it's you I'm asking 
They don't feel my chances are high 

They say that 1 don't have what it takes to make you love me 
All the same 1 just have to try 

Then it came 1 had my chance to talk to her at the local dance 
Everybody laughed (everybody laughed) 

'Cause all the local Romeos were trying to put on a show 
For her eyes (everybody laughed) 

She wondered what all the fuss was about 
And because she could not work it out 

1 had to let her know right there and so 1 whispered in her ear 
Repeat chorus 

She said she'd already made up her mind 
And to forget about those old-fashioned sweet talk lines 

But to wait until the laughter all subsides 
And tell that awful crowd that she'll be mine 

Repeat chorus and ad lib to fade 

Words and music P Fearon 
Reproduced by permission Handle Music Ltd 

On Ensign Records 

phil fearon £t galaxy 



NEW RECORD 
12 INCH VERSION INCLUDES EXTRATRACK 

CknHi. 
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IN THE LAND OF 
THE RISING SUN 

es, whisky bars and Mickey Mouses 

RH ______“Seatti beltu", 
•receipt/’ and 'brass bandu ", for example. And not 
only is the language alien, but people seem to think 
completelydifferendytoo.lt would probably take 
years for a European to fathom the place. 

Still, halfway through the tour. Japandemonium 
everywhere, and with the help of Japanese 
photographer Herbie YamaguchU^m mterviewjng^ 

and Nagoya, to try and figure out just how Japan 
sees Culture Club. The replies range from the 
boring (“Boy George is good singer') to the frankly 
bizarre: "He has big face." “He is like dream.' “He 
has eyes of cat" 

Surprisingly, most of the fans Italkto know about 
Smash Hits, or rather “SmashitsiT. Keiko, a 22-year- 
old from Kobe, has been reading it since 1980. A 
group of about 20 fans outsidethe stadium inOsaka 

mere mention of “SmashitsiT and all begin 
chanting: “We want to go to Rondon! We want to go 
to Rondon!” When Jon wanders through the lobby at 
Osaka and autograph fever hits, people begin 
askingformysignaturetoo. 

All very odd but not as odds 

Culture Club in Japan are 
very big news INDEED. 
They’re the most popular 
British pop group. They 
fill massive stadiums. 
There are Girl Georges 
everywhere. Convoys of 
cars follow the group 
around. Some even say 
Boy George “has the 
power of magic”. Dave 
Rimmer flew to Japan to 
write a two-part feature 
on their far Eastern Tour 
(and even begot asked 
for his autograph). 
Part One starts here . . . 

ire massively popular in 
..... .,/vice the population of 
nount of records is sold here; 

yet all but a tiny fraction are by Japar 

t and Culture Club-though^ 

___i Bucks Fizz, Duran 
and the odd heavy metal band. As in t" 

___i silly bobbing dolls, 
. ertisingSuntory Whisky to the tune of “Is There 

Something I Should Know?” Culture Club, on the 

Spandau and many English groups appear on 

about everywhere. After Japan it's off to Australia 
where a several thousand strong reception is 
expected at Sydney airport Five whole nights at 
Sydney's massive Entertainment Centre have 
already been sold out and in towns like Adelaide 
they simply haven’t been able to find anywhere big 
enough to play. 

MORE OVER THE PAGE 
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/FREES^NKIKe) 
[ VtOUtDHEtf? j 
V GRIER N^L_ 

X'^f / T^WE'ii- MEED , 
/ (A CHEQUE C^RPj N 

Griffin learns the facts of life from school leavers. 
If you’re leaving school and starting \tDUT OWP1 Ch6QU0 Card bit more homework before deciding, simply 

work, you’re in the driving seat for the first and AUtOBank C3fd send us the coupon below or phone Teledata 
in your life. 

All the big bank; 
with you. They all 
looking after your wages, but you’re in the m^fs’thafpayn^t'o/your1 

[jjg job cheques can be guaranteed up to £50 u. 

Free 

)n 01-200 0200. We’ll fill out the picture for 

banking for 3 



in Devon, 
Edinburgh and Stratford. 

Who’s for an absolutely terrific time at the sea-side 
this summer? 

Or a ripping ramble round Edinburgh, or licking 
luscious ices by the banks of the Avon? 

Well, if youte under 24, or a full-time student, 
you can make bumper savings on jaunts with your 
chums all over the country with a British Rail Young 
Persons Railcard. 

For just£12 you get half-price*2ndClass Ordinary 

Single, Return and Awayday Return lares, reductions 
on Saver feres, and heaps more. 

And because the card lasts for a whole yeai; 
when summers over you can use it to whizz home for 
the odd weekend, make quick trips from college, 
or pop off to a pop concert. 

So if you want to save money on train travel, pick 
up a leaflet firm your local station, travel agent or 
Student Travel Office. You’ll be jolly mad if you don’t. 

This is the age of the train 



BTQR TODAYS BEST VALUE SHIRTS 
SELECT FROM THE BEST RANGE OF TOPSHIRTS AT PRICES 
YOU CAN AFFORD (COMPARE OUR PRICES) EXCELLENT 
QUALITY ALL COTTON SHIRTS WITH LARGE PRINTED DESIGNS 

TEE SHIRTS SWEATSHIRTS 

£1.99 £3.99 
TWO for E2.99 TWO for £6.99 

THE M MAZE 

MMS LETOMSEU L B Y DOOM 
RA I TMMADMUMMMCM LAM 
EMTKARUAAEA I U I ANAS 
GMITIHDSZEKMSSMTMM 
GIALEOTZIEHTUIUOAR 
ALYLNROUOCERLADXEM 
JNYNDFOLOLALOEMFAL 
KMAOONDOOHILRTSRBL 
CJ I RJFO IMETNYNON I E 
I M T L I MVMJ AR I AOOMXM 
MEEELHUALOBRWSUMEE 
OOLNCMCMMATLKNATML 
MDNRWKAAINCCERNOHL 
OBASS I NRAXARYMNEME 
MMMOOCTTIJAJAOMAMM 
E LNAEOTOLLAMCMRAEM 
YEFMTANECNLHMTZNAS 
ARXAHUAMENR I IEATSE 
GTANOHMGUOANOTTSRT 
NOAWCLIBMNFIWNEEOT 
IMOIORTE I RGOBNMDEE 
V A M C LNSAYMRADTUOTD 
RMLSEEAJEKNAMGTMEO 
AAMRTMYMAMMUOYMAMM 
MSE L I BOMHAWYTHG I MM 

NAME (PLEASE PRINT). 
ADDRESS_ 
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Dentyne. 



Greetings Earthlings, 
1 have recently been sent to your 

planet by our government on Niko to 
study life on Earth. Our assignment 
was cut short due to the discovery of 

P.S. Nik Kershaw has got a really 

Forgot - you know, places where 
you still see stack-heeled rocker 
boots and hoop neck t-shirts, 
where people still own records by 
groups like Bilbo Baggins and 
Granny and Tractor and Jigsaw. 
None of that on the Planet Niko is 
there? We know it goes on in 
places like Chudleigh, Devon, 

glitter kid David “Scoffer” Bostock 
comes from that hallowed burgh 

in Bay City Rollers wristbands 
(most of them his). And we’ve been 
getting worrying reports from 

on of Smah Hits (May 10), I 

ire £2.40 and albums are 
£8.60.12* singles are unheard of as 
are picture discs. What's more, we 
have to order our records so they are 
two to three weeks old when we get 

We also get Smash Mtesix weeks 
late and on TOTPlast week "The 
Reflex" was still Number One. 
Fashion here is unbelievable, most of 
the Cypriots are still into flares, 
platforms etc. and us Brits just try our 
best to keep up with all the latest 
trends back home (at the moment 
we're into canvas baggies and % 
trousers). 
Mark Mon ail, Alias Tom Bailey's 
Tail, Cyprus. 

The real problem with Cyprus is 
that they don’t have a very tubular 

know, but like I'm totally into Duran 
Duran and I'm just lying here on the 
beach (we're all surfers you know) 

tubular, you know. Anyway I think 
Duran are like, the greatest! I saw 
them twice in concert and it was like, 
you know, totally awesome! Like 
wow man, Nick Rhodes and Simon 
Le Bon are just sooo sexy! 

I formed a DD fan club, you know, 
called the Secret Oktober club 
(really tubular, huh?) And we, like, 

LETTERS 
Write to: Smash Hits Letters, 52-55 Carnaby Street, 
London W1V 1PF. The best letter gets a £10 Record Token. 

awesome, you know!). 
But you know what? Boy George is 

sooo groady! He is not at one with his 
cosmic energies, you know. I see 
him on MTV all the time, man, and it's 
like, you know, gag me with a spoon! 
Andy's Sexy Ponytail, California, 

Re "The Morrissey Collection" Qune 

When I first read Morrissey's 
Personal File I thought what a 

be a person who feels a lot for today, 
worries about tomorrow and lives for 
yesterday. Morrissey obviously feels 
very deeply about the people he 
mentioned and what they stood for. 

I don't like The Smiths but for 
someone like Morrissey (who I used 

One good way of fighting back 
against Frankism is to print your 
own ‘alternative’ Frankie t-shirts. 
As long as Frankie Say Something, 
about ten million people will 
immediately go and do it. So just 

like Frankie Say I’m An Incredibly 
Nice Person And Everybody Must 
Instantly Give Me Lots Of Money 

If you print this letter I promise I will 
remember you all my life. 

I am writing about Frankie Goes 
To Hollywood's videos. I watched 

find the video humorous, as I did. 
It’s not a typical kind of video as the 

which is ‘get rid of nuclear arms' and I 
thoroughly agree with them. At least 
they’re trying to support peace 
unlike other groups I could mention. 
Slappy (Otherwise Known As 
Gnasher's Liverpudlian Accent), 
Newcastle. 

Actually, Frankie’s “Two Tribes” 
video hasn’t been banned by the 
BBC; they’ve just “never been 
offered it”. 

to do with a nuclear war? For a start 
Holly can't sing - all he does is wail a 
if he’s got a bad stomach. And their 
songs have natune to them: "Two 

Feeling extremely bored one day 
whilst trying to revise locomotion in a 
locust (biology), I decided to look 
through all my old Smash Hits going 

G 

This seems to indicate quite a few 
things: a) Duran Duran are 2.535 
times more popular than Culture 
Club; b) Soft Cell got 1.449% more 
votes than Depeche Mode; c) B.A. 
Robertson is not one of the 
country’s best-loved persons; and 
d) C. Perkin’s biology exams may 
not go terribly well. 

Deborah Lewis (Duranie 7294), 
Tupsley, Hereford. 
That, Deb, is a pretty tubular dog. 

Just a line to say I also received a 
reply to my Culture Club question 

too was surprised and pleased, not 
least because I had forgotten all 
about it, 1 was very grateful and 

O' Dowd, herself to thank her and say 
how good of her it was to do it. Mine 
was also on the back of a photo 
signed by Boy George. I now have 
his autograph five times. 

He does try hard to thank a fan for a 

Ms R Cooke, Newport, I. O. W. 

Boy George’s Mum. She’s 
personally replied to all the 
queries that weren’t answered in 
last summer’s Culture Club Q&A. 

I was reading through my Smash Hits 







VICTORY- 
ATLAST.OTWOIWORTH. 

T27777771 

It’s here! The new album 
from the Jacksons. Aptly 
titled - ‘Victory,’ it’s only 
£4.99 from our Records 
and Tapes Department. 8 
new songs, including their 
hitsingle ‘State of Shock'. 
So hurry to Woolworth and 
claim your own Victory - 
on LP or cassette. 

*Look out for special 
limited edition of “Victory” 
with details of the lecoq 
sport if ^ competition 
inside... Hundreds of 
great prizes to be won. 
While stocks last. 
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